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PRESS RELEASE 

Software AG at CeBIT 2010: Announces Open Beta for its First Social 
BPM Platform – ARISalign 
 

• The new product platform is built from the ground up as a Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) 

offering using the Amazon Web Services cloud platform 

• The solution offers a robust tool set for business process discovery, backed by the power of 

social networking capabilities 

• ARISalign will feature an integration of ARIS Express – a powerful and intuitive process 

modeling tool 

• ARISalign is the new brand name for AlignSpace   

CeBIT, Hanover, Germany – March 2, 2010 – Software AG today announces open beta availability 

for ARISalign, its first cloud computing solution – leveraging Amazon Web Services. ARISalign offers 

an open, global community for project participants dealing with business processes. The new 

solution is a platform where anyone with a stake in a business can participate in the process 

discovery phase to collaborate, gather information, share goals, and reach a consensus design 

within and beyond the enterprise. The integration with ARIS Express, a free process modeling tool, 

makes it ideal for BPM professionals. ARISalign marks a continuation of Software AG’s AlignSpace 

product announced at CeBIT 2009. AlignSpace previewed as a closed beta version and will now 

launch as ARISalign.  

“ARISalign is for us the ‘Facebook for enterprises’”, said Dr. Peter Kuerpick, Chief Product Officer and 

Member of the Executive Board, Software AG. “For Business Process Management experts, it offers all 

the things that make social networks irresistible: collaboration in real-time and worldwide availability. 

So experts, who normally would not get in touch with each other, can connect. This creates real 

process excellence, which otherwise would not be achievable.”  

With the launch of ARISalign, Software AG makes BPM accessible to everyone in the enterprise 

fostering business to business and business to IT alignment. Participants can discuss resources, share 

methodology, and create projects. Its functionality is wide-ranging and includes: 

Collaborative Process Discovery  

Users can collaboratively brainstorm, collecting ideas and information about a process, using a virtual 

whiteboard. With the use of virtual sticky notes you can create and structure ideas on the whiteboard 

and use them to derive a process model by simply dragging and dropping the sticky notes onto the 

process editor canvas where they get transformed into process steps. Now, every member needed in 

documenting a process project can be involved with minimal skills. Using an easy to understand 

whiteboard metaphor, process members can easily document what they know about the process. 

Collaborative Process Design 

ARISalign comes with a Flash-based modeling editor and will be integrated with ARIS Express – a free 

process modeling tool featuring an intuitive user interface and modeling components ideal for BPM 
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professionals to help them make quick business decisions based on reliable data. Users can pull models 

to their local drives and model offline. Members of ARISalign can collaborate online with a “drag and 

drop” process model to visualize the new business process. Once consensus has been reached the 

model can be easily exported for implementation. 

Social Networking 

Participants can find and connect with colleagues in their organization and beyond, to discuss ideas 

and design new solutions with fellow practitioners around the world. ARISalign fosters participation in 

groups and discussions for all BPM stakeholders. 

The ARISalign platform comes together with the support of Amazon Web Services to deliver a secure, 

reliable, and scalable infrastructure computing platform in the cloud. 

“We are pleased to see innovative solutions like Software AG’s ARISalign enter the Business Process 

Management market,” said Terry Wise, Director of Business Development for Amazon Web Services. 

“Software AG leverages AWS as their SaaS platform to introduce a new way to deliver business value 

for their enterprise customers and business partners. This represents a trend in simplifying delivery of 

business solutions, enabled by the cloud.”    

To learn more about ARISalign, visit www.arisalign.com. And register for the webinar on March 3, 

2010.  
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Software AG | Uhlandstraße 12 | 64297 Darmstadt | Germany 

Software AG is the global leader in Business Process Excellence. Our 40 years of innovation include the invention of the first high-
performance transactional database, Adabas; the first business process analysis platform, ARIS; and the first B2B server and SOA-based 
integration platform, webMethods. 

We are unique in offering the world’s only end-to-end – and easiest to use – business process management (BPM) solutions, with the 
lowest Total-Cost-of-Ownership. Our industry-leading brands, ARIS, webMethods, Adabas, Natural and IDS Scheer Consulting, represent a 
unique portfolio for: process strategy, design, integration and control; SOA-based integration and data management; process-driven SAP 
implementation; and strategic process consulting and services. 

Software AG had revenues of 847 million euro (IFRS, unaudited) in 2009 and has more than 6,000 employees serving 10,000 enterprise 
and public institution customers across 70 countries. Our comprehensive software and services solutions allow companies to continuously 
achieve their business results faster. The company is headquartered in Germany and listed on the Frankfurt Stock Exchange (TecDAX, ISIN 
DE 0003304002 / SOW).  

Software AG - Get There Faster 

Detailed press information about Software AG including a picture and multimedia database are available under: 
www.softwareag.com/press 

Please find the Photo Gallery on http://www.softwareag.com/ids_scheer/cebit2010/press/default.asp 
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Senior Manager, Public Relations 

Telephone +1 703-674-4115    
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Norbert Eder <Norbert.Eder@softwareag.com> 

Vice President, Corporate Communications 

Telephone +49 (0) 6151-92-1146    
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